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	Embedded Linux Primer: A Practical Real-World Approach, 9780131679849 (0131679848), Prentice Hall, 2006
Comprehensive Real-World Guidance for Every Embedded Developer and Engineer

This book brings together indispensable knowledge for building efficient, high-value, Linux-based embedded products: information that has never been assembled in one place before. Drawing on years of experience as an embedded Linux consultant and field application engineer, Christopher Hallinan offers solutions for the specific technical issues you’re most likely to face, demonstrates how to build an effective embedded Linux environment, and shows how to use it as productively as possible. 

 

Hallinan begins by touring a typical Linux-based embedded system, introducing key concepts and components, and calling attention to differences between Linux and traditional embedded environments. Writing from the embedded developer’s viewpoint, he thoroughly addresses issues ranging from kernel building and initialization to bootloaders, device drivers to file systems.

 

Hallinan thoroughly covers the increasingly popular BusyBox utilities; presents a step-by-step walkthrough of porting Linux to custom boards; and introduces real-time configuration via CONFIG_RT--one of today’s most exciting developments in embedded Linux. You’ll find especially detailed coverage of using development tools to analyze and debug embedded systems--including the art of kernel debugging. 

 

	
    Compare leading embedded Linux processors

    
	
    Understand the details of the Linux kernel initialization process

    
	
    Learn about the special role of bootloaders in embedded Linux systems, with specific emphasis on U-Boot

    
	
    Use embedded Linux file systems, including JFFS2--with detailed guidelines for building Flash-resident file system images

    
	
    Understand the Memory Technology Devices subsystem for flash (and other) memory devices

    
	
    Master gdb, KGDB, and hardware JTAG debugging

    
	
    Learn many tips and techniques for debugging within the Linux kernel

    
	
    Maximize your productivity in cross-development environments

    
	
    Prepare your entire development environment, including TFTP, DHCP, and NFS target servers

    
	
    Configure, build, and initialize BusyBox to support your unique requirements

    


About the Author

Christopher Hallinan is currently field applications engineer for Monta Vista Software, living and working in Massachusetts. Chris has spent more than 25 years in the networking and communications marketplace mostly in various product development roles, where he developed a strong background in the space where hardware meets software. Prior to joining Monta Vista, Chris spent four years as an independent Linux consultant providing custom Linux board ports, device drivers, and bootloaders. Chris’s introduction to the open source community was through contributions to the popular U-Boot bootloader. When not messing about with Linux, he is often found singing and playing a Taylor or Martin.
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Embedded Systems for Smart Appliances and Energy ManagementSpringer, 2012

	The short answer to the question is “yes!” – provided that we can satisfy a key

	requirement: we must achieve the widespread deployment of intelligent, low-cost,

	distributed communications that operate down to the level of individual household

	and office appliances. To understand why we need such a communications...

		

Professional Refactoring in C# & ASP.NET (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Refactoring is an effective way to quickly uncover problematic code and fix it. In this first book to provide a hands-on approach to refactoring in C# and ASP.NET, you'll discover to apply refactoring techniques to manage and modify your code. Plus, you'll learn how to build a prototype application from scratch and discover how to refactor the...


		

Neuroviral Infections. General Principles and DNA VirusesCRC Press, 2013

	Viral infections of the central nervous system or neurotropic viruses are often lethal. Understanding of these diseases involves understanding the interaction between the nervous system and the immune system. This book provides in-depth information about each individual virus, the diseases they cause, and the mechanisms of spread of those...





	

Buying a Computer For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Flat display? Satellite modem? What do YOU need?
Decide what you want your computer to do, and then pick the parts that get you there     

If your top priority is cool multimedia, you have different computer needs from your pal who can't wait to play games online. Follow Dan's proven system, and you'll come out with the right stuff, buy...


		

Building Interoperable Web Services using the WS-I Basic Profile 1.0 (Patterns & Practices)Microsoft Press, 2003
Building Interoperable Web Services: WS-I Basic Profile 1.0 is intended to help software architects and developers design and code Web services that are interoperable. We emphasize “interoperable,” because we assume that you already understand how to implement a Web service. Our goal is to show you how to ensure that your...


		

Inside Ole (Microsoft Programming Series)Microsoft Press, 1995
In writing this book, I assumed that readers are familiar with the Windows API (primarily the Win32 API) because OLE itself, unlike Win32, is not a technology for writing a complete application (although you could build one out of OLE components). I don't describe how to use Windows API functions, nor do I describe any of the intricate details of...
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